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Abstract

Problem structuring heuristics and creative thinking techniques have been advanced as useful approaches for solving ill-
structured problems. Unfortunately, little controlled experimentation has been done to test the effectiveness of these techniques.
This paper describes an experiment in which the effects of training in the use of a problem-structuring heuristic and creative
thinking on the quality and quantity of problem statements are investigated. The experiment illustrates that such training does
have a positive impact on problem formulation quality and quantity.
© 2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

A problem can be defined as the gap between the present
and some desired state of affairs [1]. This gap may be pos-
itive, negative, or unknown [2]. Positive gaps occur when
there is an opportunity to improve from the current baseline,
while negative gaps occur when there has been a drop in
performance. Unknown gaps often result from a significant
change in the base state of affairs, that is, when a policy,
technology or some other change causes the old baseline or
method to be irrelevant.
Simon [3] identified three types of problems: well-

structured, semi-structured, and ill-structured. Well-
structured problems come with complete information, and
are typically repetitive or routine. In a well-structured prob-
lem, the objectives are clear and the feasible alternative
solutions are often obvious.
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Ill-structured problems tend to be complex, non-routine,
and difficult to define. Potential alternative solutions, objec-
tive(s) associated with solving these problems, and the rel-
evant decision makers and stakeholders, are often not obvi-
ous. The data required to model the problem are usually not
readily available. Ackoff [4] termed this type of problem a
"mess", that is a dynamic situation consisting of complex
systems of changing problems that interact with each other.
Rittel and Webber [5] called these situations wicked (as op-
posed to tame) problems; Schon [6] called these types of
problems swamps or swampy situations.
As an example, the design of the next generation of au-

tomobiles might be viewed as an ill-structured problem
since future consumer preference information and informa-
tion about future governmental regulations are not easily
obtained; and, in fact, such information could only lead to
an educated guess about these parameter values. In addition,
the numbers of decision makers and stakeholders involved
in such a problem would be large.
ill-structured problems are the most difficult to formulate

or structure. There is often not a single correct defini-
tion, though some formulations provide a better angle on

--------- ------
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the problem so that it can be solved more effectively. In
addition, the stakeholders must find a problem formulation
that motivates them to solve the problem. A number of re-
searchers have noted the importance of problem structuring
as a prelude to problem solving, especially for ill-structured
problems. Rosenhead [7, pp. 128-129] recognizes the need
for problem structuring methods (PSMs) to complement tra-
ditional OR for wicked, ill-structured problems. Evans [I]
suggests that a high degree of creativity is required to ad-
dress these ill-structured problems. Pidd [8, p. 115] notes
the novelty required in problem structuring.
Some research has studied the impacts of ineffective prob-

lem structuring. These impacts include solving the wrong
problem [9,10]; defining the problem too narrowly, thus lim-
iting alternatives [11]; solving symptoms rather than root
causes [12]; framing decisions as losses leading to irra-
tional choice behavior [13]; and failure to see how various
problems relate to one another, thereby choosing an irrele-
vant problem to solve [4]. In spite of these potential con-
sequences, research suggests that managers use few aids in
problem structuring, with the possible exception of strategic
decision making [14].
In this paper, we present the results of empirical research

to explore the impact of training in creative thinking and
problem structuring heuristics on the formulation of iIl-
structured problems. In Section 2 of the paper we discuss the
concept of problem structuring and describe various heuris-
tics that can be used for this process. Section 3 of the paper
describes the specific problem structuring heuristic used in
our empirical research. In Section 4 of our paper, we present
the hypotheses, the design, and the procedures for our exper-
iment. We present the results of our experiment in Section 5
and associated discussion in Section 6 of the paper. Finally,
in Section 7, we present our conclusions and suggestions
for further research.

2. Problem structuring heuristics

As noted in the Introduction, problem structuring is a crit-
ical step in the problem solving process, especially for ill-
structured problems. For example, Larson has stated that "70
percent of the value added of operations research is the cor-
rect framing and formulation of the problem" [15]. In addi-
tion, Pidd [8] notes that problem structurirtg is a preliminary
to the other aspects of the problem solving process such as
data collection, interviews, modeling, etc. Smith [16] sug-
gested a prescriptive approach for problem formulation, in-
volving recognition, redefinition, development, exploration,
and further redefinition.
A number of definitions have been used for problem struc-

turing. For example, Pitz et al. [17] define' problem struc-
turing as the activity of identifying relevant variables in
the problem situation, as well as establishing relationships
among the variables.
Shwenk and Thomas [18] define problem structuring as

"the problem of formulating the present set of conditions,

symptoms, causes and triggering events into a problem or
set of problems sufficiently well specified so that the risk of
using analytic procedures to solve the wrong problem has
been minimized." Pidd [8] defines problem structuring as a
process "by which some initially presented conditions and
requests become a set of issues for further research."
Over the last 40 years, numerous problem structuring

heuristics have been developed and subsequently applied
in a variety of situations. Many of these heuristics address
one or more of the following characterizing features of iII-
structured problems:

(I) The existence of several decision makers and stake-
holders, each with their own viewpoint of the problem
situation.

(2) Closely related to number one, the existence of mul-
tiple criteria, which are typically not known initially,
which must be considered in the evaluation of proposed
solutions.

(3) Large amounts of uncertainty associated with various as-
pects of the problem situation.

(4) The existence of an entire network of problems to which
the original ill-structured problem is related.

(5) The fact that alternative solutions to the problem are not
readily apparent.

The existence of several decision makers and stakehold-
ers (characterizing feature I) usually will result in alterna-
tive preference structures over the identified set of perfor-
mance measures. Hence, there typically must be some sort
of compromise among the decision makers/stakeholders as
part of the problem structuring method. As a result of this re-
quirement for compromise, Rosenhead [7] notes that PSMs
. should be "participative and interactive" in nature.

Pidd and Woolley [19] categorized PSMs according to
four streams of thoughts: the check list stream, which usu-
ally involves a list of questions asked by the analyst; the def-
inition stream, in which various decision parameters such as
the client, the objectives, the alternatives, and the resources
are defined; the science/research stream which assumes that
problem structuring "consists of gaining an understanding
of the problem and its situation mainly by gathering quan-
titative data"; and, the people stream, which assumes that
there is no such thing as -the problem, but only differences
in perceptions by individuals and groups. Pidd and Woolley
suggest that the first two streams are too rigid to be of much
use, and that successful PSM will arise from a combination
of the latter two streams of thought.
Volkema [20] has suggested that problem structur-

ing heuristics can be classified along an expansionistic-
reductionistic continuum. Expansionistic heuristics broaden
the "seed" (original) problem providing new definitions
which may be more solvable.
Examples of expansionistic heuristics include means-end

hierarchies [21], purpose expansion [22], MACRAME [23],
and Strategic Options Development and Analysis (SODA)
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[24]. In .particular, MACRAME focuses on considering the
viewpoints of various decision makers and stakeholders in a
problem situation. Problem formulations (via any of several
different structures) are developed for the various viewpoints
from very specific to very general levels [23].
SODA relies on the concept of cognitive mapping in or-

der to explore a problem area. A cognitive map is used to
represent a person's thinking about an issue, and is basicaIIy
a directed graph, consisting of nodes (ideas) and arcs (con-
nections between ideas). TypicaIIy, there are over 100 nodes
on a map. SODA is implemented through the use of inter-
views conducted by a facilitator with individuals concerned
with the problem area in question. The individual maps can
then be combined to produce group maps.
Likewise IBIS [25] documents the structure of the is-

sue and sub-issues, possible solutions, pros and cons using
nodes forming a hierarchy that can be developed interac-
tively. There are rules for developing a seed question (is-
sue), linking ideas and sub-issues, and arguments (opinions
or judgments on an idea). In addition, more sophisticated
nodes have been developed (i.e. "specialize", "challenge"
and "expands-on"). It does utilize both divergent and con-
vergent thinking. IBIS ensures via a moderator that a group
explores issues and ideas before decisions are made, partic-
ularly on wicked problems.
Bowen [26] describes a set-theoretic approach to problem

formulation, which is also based on the concept of cogni-
tive mapping. Bowen's approach is based on his personal
experience in dealing with clients over a period of 20 years.
Soft Systems Methodology (SSM) is an approach devel-

oped from systems engineering. As opposed to classical Sys-
tems Engineering, this methodology assumes that determi-
nation of the objectives is part of the problem. SSM might
be thought of as a approach to managing (i.e., "achieving or-
ganized action") a continuous process, which can be divided
into various stages. This management process is achieved
through modeling and has a seven-step representation, as
noted by Checkland [27].
The Strategic Choice Approach (SCA) to problem struc-

turing focuses on the management of uncertainty at three lev-
els: uncertainty about our environment, uncertainties about
our values, and uncertainties about our decisions with re-
spect to related problems. As such, SCA deals with the in-
terconnectedness of decision problems. See Friend [28] for
additional discussion of the SCA.
Reductionistic methods tend to look for a "root cause"

and are especiaIIy effective on analytical problems. Some of
these methods include cause-and-effect diagrams [29], the
Kepner- Tregoe Goal Analysis method [12] and objectives-
driven hierarchies [30].
Davies and Mabin [31] espoused the concept of problem

framing as an important technique in problem structuring.
The use of various problem frames (e.g., a flowchart, a nar-
rative, a mathematical model, a tableau, etc.) aIIows stake-
holders with diverse backgrounds to relate to the problem
in a better fashion.
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White [32] has noted that for many ill-structured prob-
lems, it may be appropriate to work with large groups of
people in order to allow the representation of a wide vari-
ety of viewpoints. Shaw et al. [33] have noted the differ-
ences between Large Group Intervention Methods (LGIMs)
and PSMs, and suggested that in many situations, these two
methods might be used in a complementary fashion.
Nutt [34], through an analysis of a database made up of

information about 317 actual strategic decisions, has sug-
gested that decision makers could benefit from training in
the use of analytical tools. He also recommended the use of
consensus building tactics to improve success in strategic
decision making.
Many of these heuristics have software packages to aIIow

ease of use. For example, packages such as COPE [35], De-
cision Explorer [36], and Group Explorer [37] have aided
the implementation of cognitive mapping techniques. Con-
klin [25] developed a software package called Questmap to
aid in the design process through the use of a hierarchical
structure using a Question-Idea-Argument format. The soft-
ware package STRAD (STRAtegic Advisor) implements the
SCA (Friend [28]).
Creative thinking is another important aspect of problem

structuring [1,38-40]. Several literature references postulate
that the most important phase of the problem solving pro-
cess is problem definition-the most likely phase where an
"AHA!" is to be discovered. The ability to recognize a priori
a creative problem definition (with the subsequent solution
relatively anti-climatic) is well documented. Edwin Land,
the inventor of the Polaroid camera, recounted that the key
to his discovery was not the solution, but the discovery and
formulation of the problem. He said that once he discovered
the problem, he had several subsequent solutions within a
few hours. Land said in an interview "if you can state a
problem it can be solved" [41). Similarly, Albert Einstein
said that if he had 1 h to solve the world, he would spent
55 min defining the problem and 5 min solving it. Basadur
[42] recounts several real-world examples of new product
development breakthroughs where the unique formulation
of the problem broke through much time wasting focus on
solutions and the new problem formulation was instantly
recognizable as the key. In his slow elevators example, Ack-
off [4] showed how an innovative problem definition was
immediately recognizable as the exciting part of the prob-
lem solving process. FinaIIy, in the famous 3M Post-It Notes
saga, it is well documented that the solution (a glue with
weak sticking properties) lingered for many years in search
of an exciting problem (the ability to mark pages ina book
without the markers falling out of the book).
Creative thinking can be defined as the sequenced sepa-

ration of divergent and convergent thinking [43]. Creative
thinking is complete only when the divergent alternatives
are effectively evaluated, called convergent thinking. In con-
vergence the focus is on selecting and acting upon good
options while resisting the tendency to go back to divergent
thinking.
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Volkema [20] studied the impact of creativity and an
expansionistic heuristic, the Problem-Purpose Expansions
[22], on quantity of formulations, quantity of ideas, and
quality of solutions. Rather than training subjects in cre-
ative thinking, Volkema classified subjects as low or high
"creatives" via the Torrance Test of Verbal Creativity [44].
He found that subjects rated as "high creatives" outproduced
subjects rated as "low creatives" in quantity of solutions,
quantity of conceptualizations, and quality of solutions. The
Problem-Purpose heuristic increased the number of different
solutions, but did not impact quality. In addition, high ere-
atives did better than the low creatives using the heuristic.
Quality of solutions did not differ significantly due to the
heuristic. These findings suggest that skill in creative think-
ing can improve the usefulness of expansionistic heuristics.
Buyukdamgaci [45] empirically compared two methods

for defining ill-structured problems in organizations: Pur-
pose Expansion [22] and Strategic Assumption Surfacing
and Testing (SAST) [46]. Based upon this experimenta-
tion, Buyukdamgaci [45] proposed a new method, based on
a combination of the strengths of Purpose Expansion and
SAST.
In the next section of the paper, we describe the Why-

What's Stopping (WWS) problem-structuring heuristic, as
tested in our research.

3. The WWS heuristic

The WWS problem structuring heuristic [2] combines ex-
pansionism, reductionism, and creative thinking. Problem
definitions are stated in a challenge format beginning with
the phrase: "How might I1we... ?", depending on the num-
ber of stakeholders. The "How might..." format invites the
inspiration to diverge on possible solutions and signals a
nonevaluative response. Furthermore, the tone of the chal-
lenge is optimistic. This approach guards against a bias of
pessimism which can hinder the problem structuring pro-
cess. Tversky and Kahneman [13] found that biases in prob-
lem formulation influence subsequent solutions in the direc-
tion of the bias and Seligman [47] found that pessimism can
be a severe inhibitor of team problem solving performance
under conditions of adversity.
The WWS heuristic asks "why would IIwe want to?" of

the particular challenge, or problem statement, necessarily
identifying a broader, expansionistic challenge. Conversely,
asking "what is stopping me/us from ... ?" necessarily iden-
tifies a more narrow, reductionistic subproblem. The devel-
oping hierarchy becomes a two-dimensional "map" when
the two questions are augmented with the word "else" (i.e.,
"why else would IIwe want to ... ?" and "what else is stop-
ping me/us from ... ?").
Creative thinking is used throughout the three-step pro-

cess to develop the output from the WWSanalysis, of-
ten called a problem definition "map". Table 1 summa-
rizes the basic three-step process. In the first step, one

Table I
The basic three-step process for developing the WWS analysis

The three-step process of the "Why-What's Stopping" analysis
J. Ask the complete question: "Why would Uwe want to... ?" or
"What's stopping me/us from... ?"
2. Answer in a complete, simple sentence
3. Transform the answer into a creative challenge, "how might
Uwe... ?"

asks "Why would IIwe want to ... ?" or "What is stopping
me/us from ... ?" from the problem statement. For exam-
ple, if the problem statement is "How might we retain
new customers?", the broadening question would be, "Why
would we want to retain new customers?" and the narrow-
ing question would be, "What is stopping us from retaining
new customers?"
The second step is to answer the question in a complete,

simple sentence. The answer to the question of "Why would
we want to retain new customers?" might be "New cus-
tomers have accounted for 50% of our company's growth
this year." There are usually multiple responses in which
case the question is asked multiple times with the inclusion
of the "else"; i.e., "Why else would we want to retain new
customers?" leading to optional answers. Divergent think-
ing is used to search for possibly relevant answers to the
question asked.
The third step is to transform the answer(s) from the

second step into new, imaginative "How might I1we... ?"
challenges. Again, divergent thinking is used in the trans-
formation of the answer into a new, inviting challenge. For
instance, the answer stated in step 2 might be transformed
into, "How might we grow the company's revenues each
year?" or "How might we increase new customer revenues?"
As a final check, the logic of the new challenge is checked

by reversing the question from the new challenge to the ref-
erence challenge; i.e., "What is stopping us from growing
the company's revenues each year?". One answer to this
question would be: "We have not been able to retain our
new customers", which obviously transforms into the origi-
nal challenge: "How might we retain our new customers?".
Once the check has been made and the logic holds, an ar-
row is placed between the reference challenge and the new
challenge. The arrow signifies a direct relationship between
the original challenge and the new challenge.
New challenges from the answers to the "why" ques-

tion are placed above the reference challenge. Likewise,
new challenges from the answer to the "what's stopping"
question are placed below the reference challenge. Fig. 1
shows a fully expanded WWS analysis map for a "hurricane
problem".
Once the reference challenge is explored one level above

and one level below, the stakeholder(s) may pursue other
challenges expanding upwards toward "happiness and bliss",
the theoretical top of the WWS analysis map, or reduc-
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"The Hurricane Problem"
HMW FIND HAPPINESS & BLISS?

WHY?

HMW... ? HMW ... ? HM\Y ...?

r r r
HMWREDUCE
WELFARE COSTS?

HMW ENSURE OUR HMW MAINTAIN OUR
RE-ELECITON? REPUTATION AS

A GOOD HOLIDAY
PLACE?

HMW PRESERVE

HMW PRESERVE

T' ~
HMW AVOID INJURIES
AT HURRICANE

l'
HMW REDUCE CHAOS
WHEN HURRICANES

COME?

HMW PROVIDE NEW
EMERGENCY MEDICAL

SYSTEMS?

HMWENSURE
EVERYONE IS SHELTERED
AT HURRICANE TIME?

i
HMW RAISE MONEY

FOR NEW EMERGENCY
MEDICAL SYSTEMS?

HMW GET THE PEOPLE
TO THE SHELTERS

IN TIME?

HMWREDUCE
PEOPLE'S ANXIETY
AT HURRICANE TIME?

i
HMWMOTIYATE
PEOPLE TO GO

TO THE SHELTERS?

HMWENSURE
THE AVAILABILITY

OF SHELTERS?

HMW GET THE MESSAGE HMW ENSURE THE PEOPLE
TO THEM IN TIME? WILL UNDERSTAND THE

MESSAGE?

HMW ENSURE THE
PEOPLE WILL KNOW

WHAT TO DO?

i
HMW ORGANIZE
PRACITCE DRILLS?

WHAT S STOPPING US?

Fig. I. Fully expanded WWS analysis map for the hurricane problem [49].

ing towards "do it" as subproblems are decomposed into
smaller and smaller subproblems. However, it is not neces-
sary to reach these limits [2]. In addition, the stakeholder
should continue to ask "what else" to build the width of the
map, exploring other alternative approaches and additional
challenges.

In essence, the WWS analysis combines both the re-
ductionistic and expansionistic heuristic without specifying
whether the initial objective is broad or narrow. The WWS
analysis allows the stakeholder to begin at any point. By
broadening and narrowing, the stakeholder soon discovers
if their initial challenge was too broad, too narrow, or "just
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right". By asking the "else" question the stakeholder uncov-
ers other related subproblems and broader problems provid-
ing a "picture of the problem" by showing how the problems
relate to one another [2].
Convergence is achieved when the stakeholder reviews the

WWS map and identifies "point(s) of maximum leverage".
These are the challenges which most effectively define the
direction the stakeholder will take to solve the problem.
The challenge(s) chosen are then used to generate ideas for
eventual solutions.
Basadur et al. [2] provides a complete theoretical dis-

cussion of the WWS analysis including implications. This
heuristic has been used in industry, government and the non-
profit sector for over two decades.

4. The experiment

In the experiment, we wanted to test the impact of training
in creative thinking and problem structuring heuristics (in
particular, the WWS problem structuring heuristic) on prob-
lem formulation for ill-structured problems. Specifically, ten
hypotheses were tested:

HI: Persons trained in creative thinking will generate a
larger number of problem statements than those not
trained in creative thinking.

H2: Persons trained in creative thinking will provide a
larger number of unique problem statements than
those not trained in creative thinking.

H3: Persons trained in creative thinking will choose higher
content quality problem statements than those not
trained in creative thinking.

H4: Persons trained in the WWS heuristic will choose
higher structural quality statements than those trained
in using a limited heuristic.

H5: Persons trained in the WWS heuristic will have higher
confidence in their chosen problem statement than
those using a limited heuristic.

H6: Persons trained in the WWS heuristic will have higher
satisfaction with the heuristic used than those using
the limited heuristic.

H7: Persons trained in creative thinking will demonstrate
improved acceptance of ideation principles.

H8: Persons trained in creative thinking will demonstrate
improved acceptance of evaluation principles.

H9: Acceptance of ideation principles will relate positively
with the number of problem statements generated.

HlO: Acceptance of evaluation principles will relate posi-
tively with the quality of problem statements chosen.

4.1. Training instruments

The training instruments employed for this experiment
included:

1. A pretest on acceptance of creative thinking principles.
2. The Basadur Creative Problem Solving Profile (CPSP).

Training in the WWS
Analysis

No Training in the
WWS Analysis

Training in Creative
Thinking

Treatment 1 (T I) Treatment 3 (T3)
n=28 n=21

Treatment 2 (T2) Treatment 4 (T4)
n=26 n = 31

No Training in
Creative Thinking

Fig. 2. Summary of independent variables, treatments, and number
of subjects involved in the 2 x 2 factorial experiment.

3. A post-test on acceptance of creative thinking principles.
4. Case studies and appropriate forms.
5. A satisfaction and confidence scale questionnaire.
6. A feedback form.

Additional detail on these instruments is given in Ellsper-
mann [48].

4.2. Experimental design

The design of the experiment was a 2 x 2 factorial which
contrasted training in creative thinking and training in the
WWS analysis. The two factor design was chosen not only
to measure the significance of main effects, but also to un-
derstand if there was a significant interaction effect between
creative thinking and the WWS analysis on the dependent
variables. Fig. 2 summarizes the treatments.
The data to complete the experimental design came from

four treatments conducted as one-day, free "problem solving
research training" sessions. The sessions were conducted
within a 7-day period by the first author at a conference
center in Evansville, Indiana.

4.3. Subjects

Subjects were 109 managers and professionals from 19
organizations in a 60-mile radius of Evansville, Indiana. The
gender mix was 49 males and 60 females. Forty-five sub-
jects represented manufacturing firms, 37 represented ser-
vice organizations, 18 represented educational institutions,
and 9 represented a religious organization. Seventy-six sub-
jects supervised the activities of others while 33 subjects
were professionals (i.e. engineers, analysts) in nonsupervi-
sory jobs. Thirty-two subjects had no post-secondary de-
grees, 6 had associate degrees, 45 had bachelor degrees and
26 had graduate degrees.
The subjects were recruited through letters of invitation

sent out to executives and senior managers in 22 diverse or-
ganizations including manufacturing (11), service (7), edu-
cational (3) and religious (1). The letter explained the dual
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purpose of the training: participants would gain knowledge
and skills in problem solving and research would be gath-
ered to better understand the impacts of various method-
ologies and skills on problem solving results. Organizations
were invited to send up to 12 participants who met the fol-
lowing criteria: were managers or professionals in their jobs
for at least 6 months and had not been previously trained in
creative problem SOlving.
Organizations which chose to participate nominated indi-

viduals or asked for volunteers for the research. No subjects
were forced to participate in the research.
A second method of recruitment was used by placing an

advertisement in the Metropolitan Evansville Chamber of
Commerce newsletter. This advertisement was meant to so-
licit volunteers from smaller organizations. A few responses
were received from this advertisement ultimately yielding
four participants from three additional organizations.

4.3.1. Assignment of subjects
Complete randomization of the experimental conditions

was desired. As organizations responded to the invitation
with names of individuals, these individuals were randomly
assigned to each treatment group. No organization had more
than four participants per session.
Three subjects were disqualified from the research upon

completion of the training sessions. Two were observed by
both the author and administrative assistant to be "copying"
from others on research-related activities. The third subject
was disqualified as her job tenure was less than 6 months.
This was not identified until the day of the training session
at which time she was allowed to participate. However, her
set of data was not placed in the database. Thus, a total of
106 subjects were used in this research.

4.3.2. Treatments
The first treatment group (TI) received training in cre-

ative thinking and training in the WWS analysis. The second
treatment group (T2) received training in the WWS analy-
sis only. The third treatment group (T3) received training
in creative thinking skills only. Finally, the fourth treatment
group (T4) was the placebo, that is, these subjects received
nonspecific training, but no training in either creative think-
ing skills or the WWS analysis.
Each treatment involved a 1day, 7 h training and data

gathering session. All subjects received similar introductory
exercises, the Acceptance of Creative Thinking Principles
scale (pretest) and the Basadur CPSP in the first hour. Train-
ing in the treatment occurred during the next 2-4 h period,
depending on the treatment or combination of treatments.
After the training on the treatment was completed, sub-

jects of all sessions received the same combination of instru-
ments and instructions for completion, as well as the Accep-
tance of Creative Thinking Principles scale (post-test). They
were told they would get to practice "putting it all together"
on a case study problem which would be analyzed. Subjects
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were instructed that individual results would be kept confi-
dential and told they would have plenty of time to complete
the problem. The instructions were read aloud and subjects
asked if there were any questions. Subjects then completed
the version of the case study appropriate to their treatment
group. Upon completion of the case study, they were imme-
diately asked to complete the Satisfaction and Confidence
Scale and then take a break.
Upon return from the break, subjects were told that re-

searchers are also interested in knowing if the same prob-
lem solving methods work on "real world" problems. They
were then asked to think of a "career-related" problem which
they were currently experiencing at work. They were told
that this was an opportunity to better understand, define and
solve a problem that was important to them in their career.
All subjects chose their own career-related problem. They
were assured that, although their problem solving would be
analyzed, the results would be kept completely confidential
and would only be shared at an aggregated level. Subjects
were told they would again have plenty of time to complete
the task, the instructions were read aloud and there was a
check for questions. Upon completion of the career-related
problem worksheet, subjects immediately received a Satis-
faction and Confidence Scale for completion and were then
allowed to take a short break.
At this point all instruments had been completed. As a

value-added activity, the subjects were facilitated through
scoring and discussion of the Basadur CPSP interpretation.
As a final activity of the day for all sessions, subjects were
asked to complete a feedback form and instructed not to
share their materials or insights with others who would be
attending other sessions. It was stressed that the quality of
the experiment would be compromised if subjects in later
experiments were told what they had experienced. There
was no evidence that this occurred in any of the sessions. No
subject was allowed to leave the session with blanks of the
instruments or problem solving worksheets. All subjects did
receive a small binder 'with general information on problem
solving and treatment-specific handouts and guidelines.
Fig. 3 gives a general overview of the sequence of activ-

ities followed by each treatment group.
Treatment 1 Training: Subjects were trained first in

creative thinking skills, specifically on why and how to
separate and synchronize divergent and convergent think-
ing utilizing the principle of deferred judgment. Subjects
completed several awareness building activities, discussed a
video highlighting the stifling of creativity and then learned
and practiced how to diverge and converge as a means of
developing higher quantity and quality of options. Subjects
were asked to deliberately use and practice Guidelines to
Effective Ideation and Guidelines to Effective Evaluation
[49]. Next they were introduced to the creative challenge,
"How might we ... T" format of a problem statement and
asked to use the Guidelines to Effective Ideation and Evalu-
ation to diverge and converge on problem statements using
a training example. The technique of "changing the verb"
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Introductory exercises presented.

l
Pretest: Acceptance of Creative Thinking Principles Scale completed.

Basadur Creative Problem Solving Profile completed.

Treatment - specific training given.

Post -test: Acceptance of Creative Thinking Principles Scale completed.

Treatment-specific case problem presented and solved.

Satisfaction and Confidence Scale Questionnaire completed.

l
Individual-specific career-related problems addressed and solved.

Satisfaction and Confidence Scale completed.

Feedback form completed.

Fig. 3. General.sequence of activities for each treatment group.

[49] was modeled as another divergent thinking technique
for generating creative challenges.
After lunch, the subjects were introduced to the WWS

analysis via three incremental activities [49]. Subjects then
practiced the WWS analysis on a small problem of their own
and had a chance to receive coaching from the instructor if
they had questions on the methodology.
Treatment 2 Training: This group received training in the

WWS analysis. One activity was inserted to introduce them
to problem statements. A training example was modified
to introduce the "How to ... " format of problem statements
where they were asked to develop some examples. Then
subjects were introduced to the WWS analysis via three in-
cremental activities. Subjects then practiced the WWS anal-
ysis on a small problem of their own and had the chance
.to receive coaching if they had questions on the methodol-
ogy. This training in the WWS analysis was executed using
a "How to" statement versus a "how might well ... T" chal-
lenge as prescribed in the literature. This was deemed im-
portant since the term "How might well ..?" is often viewed
as "creative" and there was fear of a residual effect if used.
Treatment 3 Training: This training was the same as the

Treatment 1 creative thinking training. Subjects were trained
first in creative thinking skills, specifically on why and how
to separate and synchronize divergent and convergent think-
ing utilizing the principle of deferred judgment Subjects

completed several awareness building activities, discussed a
video highlighting the stifling of creativity and then learned
and practiced how to diverge and converge as a means of
developing higher quantity and quality of options. Subjects
were asked to deliberately use and practice Guidelines to
Effective Ideation and Guidelines to Effective Evaluation.
After lunch they were introduced to the creative chal-

lenge, "How might we ... ?" format of aproblem statement
and asked to use the Guidelines to Effective Ideation and
Evaluation to diverge and converge on problem statements
using a training example. The technique of "changing the
verb" was modeled as another divergent thinking technique
for generating creative challenges.
Treatment 4 Training (placebo): Treatment 4 was a

"placebo" in that they did not receive training in either
creative thinking or the WWS analysis. They did receive
90min of unrelated tasks in a training-like environment:
in-depth discussions of change and problem solving in
the workplace, programmed vs. nonprogrammed problems,
and the four states of problem solving. After a break, they
completed the same instruments and problem solving work-
sheets as the other three groups. All placebo-training and
instrumentation was completed by lunch.
Rather than dismissing the group early without provid-

ing any training and since they were that last group to be
trained (no need to withhold the hypotheses any longer),
the instructor used the afternoon to train them in both the
creative thinking skills and the WWS analysis. This follows
Cook and Campbell's [50] recommendation on providing
the treatment at a later time to the placebo group.

4.3.3. End of treatment debrief and follow-up
It is customary to debrief subjects after participating in

an experiment. Due to the nature of the ongoing sessions,
this was not prudent at the end of each session as this could
increase the probability of diffusion of the treatment and
hypothesis guessing in future sessions [50). Instead, subjects
from all training sessions were invited to attend a "debriefing
session" held at the end of the last session to discuss the
hypotheses. Eight people attended the debriefing session.
Another 15 asked to be copied on "a summary of the research
results" when the research was completed.
Approximately 20 subjects requested copies of their

career-related problem solving worksheet as it contained so-
lutions they wanted to pursue. Mailingof these worksheets
was delayed until all training sessions were completed
so that diffusion of treatment would not be a threat
to validity [50].

5. Results of the experiment

Each hypothesis was tested against the null hypothesis
that treatment means were equal. Rejecting the null hypoth-
esis provided support for the hypotheses listed earlier.
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Table 2
Mean number and F values of problem statements generated in each treatment from the case study problem, the career-related problem,
and the total quantity

Treatment 42 3

Quantity-case study
F-value creative thinking training = 6.35"
F-value WWS training = 6.69"
F-value interaction = .3\

Quantity-career related
F-value creative thinking training = 3.43
F-value WWS training = 2.14
F-value interaction effect = 6.45··

Total quantity
F-value creative thinking training = 7.18""
F-value WWS training = 6.50·'
F-value interaction = 2.26

7.14 6.04 6.00 4.27

5.78 6.08 4.326.25

13.04 \2.04 \2.\5 8.60

··p::;;.OI.

The first hypothesis was that persons trained in creative
thinking would generate a larger number of problem state-
ments than those not trained in creative thinking. Table 2
summarizes the mean number of problems statements for
each treatment of the case study, the career-related prob-
lems and the total. The subjects with training in either ere-
ative·thinking or the WWS analysis generated more problem
statements than the untrained subjects, while the subjects
trained in both of these areas generated the most problem
statements.
Hypothesis 1 was supported in that subjects trained in

creative thinking generated significantly (p::;; .01) more
problem statements overall than subjects not trained. Less
expectedly, subjects trained in the WWS Analysis also gen-
erated significantly more problem statements (p::;;.O 1). In
the career-related problem, there was a significant (p::;; .01)
interaction effect for those trained in both creative thinking
and the WWS Analysis. Combining the case study and
career-related problem, subjects trained in creative thinking
and subjects trained in the WWS analysis generated signifi-
cantly more problem statements (p::;; .01) than subjects not
trained.
Hypothesis 2, which stated that persons trained in cre-

ative thinking will provide a larger number of unique prob-
lem statements than those not trained in creative thinking,
measured unique problem statements using the Runco and
Basadur [51] methodology. All problem statements gener-
ated in the initial divergence of the career-related problem
were listed. Those problem statements which were listed
more than once were eliminated. In addition, those prob-
lem statements that were semantically equivalent were elim-
inated. Those trained in creative thinking did have a higher
quantity of unique problem statements, but the means were
not statistically significant. Hence, Hypothesis 2 was not
supported by this research.

In order to evaluate the quality of the problem statements,
two expert judges were used to rate all subjects on their cho-
sen case study and career-related problem statements. These
expert judges were chosen for their experience as trainers
in problem solving and creativity training. One expert judge
was a social psychologist working in industry while the
other expert judge was a human resource professional for a
Fortune 500 company. The expert judges were initially sent
instructions on how to judge the problem statements, as well
as 15 pilot case studies. Upon reviewing the pilot case stud-
ies, the first author facilitated a conference call between the
judges to discuss the rating instrument and specific ratings
on each variable for one pilot case.
The expert judges received a packet of randomized case

study rating forms and career-related rating forms. Judges
spent approximately 15 h making judgments on 209 forms.
Each judge worked independently. Judges used the Cre-
ative Produce Semantic Scale including subscales in orig-
inality, logical, and understandable developed by O'Quin
and Besemer [52] combined to measure content quality.
Judges also used four criteria measuring problem statement
structural quality as discussed in Volkema [53] and Elbing
[54]. Interrater reliability was measured several ways: inter-
rater correlation, percent general agreement as defined by
Lawlis and Lu [55], and interclass correlation as recom-
mended by Tinsley and Weiss [56]. Tables 3 and 4 summa-
rize the scales and interrater reliability scores Subscales used
were those significant to p::;; .05. The case study interrater
reliability was consistently higher than the career-related
problem where some of the items within the subscales did
not correlate well. These were excluded and the subscales
limited to items which did correlate. It was assumed the
other scale items (criteria) did not adequately measure prob-
lem statement quality, Previous research had applied them
to measuring idea quality. Problem statements are more
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Table 3
Summary of interrater correlations, intraclass correlations and interrater general agreement for case study problem

Scale/item Interrater correlation Interclass correlation *** % general agreement

Item 1: usual-unusual
Item 5: overused-fresh
Item 9: conventional-original
Item 13: predictable-novel
Item 17: ordinary-unique
Original
Item 2: insignificant-significant
Item 6: worthless-valuable
Item 10: unnecessary-necessary
Item 14: unimportant-important
Item 18: inessential-essential
Valuable
Item 3: irrelevant-relevant
Item 7: illogical-logical
Item 11: inadequate-adequate
Item 15: senseless-makes sense
Item 19: inappropriate-appropriate
Logical
Logical (without items 11 and 19)
Item 4: unintelligible-intelligible
Item 8: meaningless-meaningful
Item 12: unexplained-self-explanatory
Item 16: mystifying-understandable
Item 20: ambiguous-clear
Understandable (with or without Item 8)
Total content quality
Total content quality (without scale
valuable and items 11 and 19)
Item21: is stated in behavioral terms
Item 22: states the std violated or to create
Item 23: does not include implied solution
Item 24: is not stated as dilemma, is solvable
Total structure quality
Total quality score
Total quality score (without scale valuable and items 11 and 19)

0.49**
0.46*'
0.38**
0.34**
0.42'*
0.52*'
0.16
0.05
0.18
0.14
0.23'
0.22*
0.23'
0.24*-
0.18
0.35'*
0.15
0.34-'
0.36**
0.34'*
0.18
0.42**
0.31 ,*
0.44*'
0.47*-
0.27'*
0.35**

79"
82*'
74-'
76**
81"

0.49
0.46
0.36
0.32
0.41

0.15 88"
0.05 90"
0.18 74"
0.14 89*'
0.22 82*'

0.22 92**
0.23 91**
0.19 83**
0.35 84**
0.14 88"

0.29 89*-

0.18 91**
0.38 83**
0.29 92*'
0.37 77**

0.35**
0.20*
0.28'*
0.29'*
0.34**
0..30*'
0.33*'

0.33
0.20
0.28
0.21

77"
75'*
90**
90**

*p~ .05.
*-p~.Ol.
*** Includes no test for significance.

conceptual than concrete and, thus, all measures may not be
appropriate.
Hypothesis 3, that persons trained in creative thinking

will choose higher content quality problem statements than
those not trained in creative thinking was supported by the
single indicator of originality, but not when including other
quality indicators: logical and understandable.
Hypothesis 4 stating that persons trained in the WWS

heuristic will choose higher structural quality statements
than those using the limited heuristic was not supported,
though there was an interaction effect of being trained in

creative thinking and the WWS heuristic leading to higher
content quality in the case study.
Hypotheses 5 and 6, related to confidence and satisfaction,

were not supported by the research. The results showed
nearly identical means for each treatment group on both
the case study and career-related problems; therefore, the
null hypotheses could not be rejected. Although the result
does not support Hypothesis 5, it does differ from previous
findings by Abualsamh et a1. [14] who found that persons
using expansionistic and reductionistic heuristics had less
confidence than those using the limited heuristic.
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Table 4
Summary of interrater correlations, intraclass correlations and interrater general agreement for career study problem

Scale/item % general agreementInterrater correlation Interclass correlarion'"

Item 1: usual-unusual
Item 5: overused-fresh
Item 9: conventional-original
Item 13: predictable-novel
Item 17: ordinary-unique
Original
Original (without item 1)
Item 2: insignificant-significant
Item 6: worthless-valuable
Item 10: unnecessary-necessary
Item 14: unimportant-important
Item 18: inessential-essential
Valuable
Item 3: irrelevant-relevant
Item 7: illogical-logical
Item II: inadequate-adequate
Item 15: senseless-makes sense
Item 19: inappropriate-appropriate
Logical
Item 4: unintelligible-intelligible
Item 8: meaningless-meaningful
Item 12: unexplained-self-explanatory
Item 16: mystifying-understandable
Item 20: ambiguous--clear
Understandable
Understandable (without items 4 and 8)
Total content quality
Total content quality (without scales
valuable and logical and items 4 and 8)
Item 21: is stated in behavioral items
Item 22: states the std violated or to create
Item 23: does not include implied solution
Item 24: is not stated as dilemma, is solvable
Total structure quality
Total structure quality (without Item 24)
Total quality score
Total content quality (without scales
valuable and logical and items 4, 8, and 24)

0.13
0.25"
0.27"
0.37"
0.23"
0.34"
0.33"
0.15
0.03

0.09
-0.01
0.13
0.13
0.05
0.11
0.18
0.34"
0.15
0.24'
0.07

-0.08
0.22'
0.36"
0.20'
0.19'
0.28**
0.16
0.25"

0.39"
0.27
0.22"
0.14
0.23'
0.29"
0.19
0.31"

0.13
0.24
0.25
0.32
0.19

62
66
69'
72"
66

0.13
0.03
0.08

-0.01
0.12

88"
93"
76"
88"
77"

0.05
0.11
0.16
0.33
0.15

92"
94"
85"
87"
91"

0.07
-0.08
0.21
0.35
0.19

80"
86"
83"
88"
79"

0.39
0.27
0.18
0.08

84"
84"
90"
81"

'p:::;.OS .
• , p:::; .01.
"'Includes no test for significance.

Difference scores were calculated between the pretest
and post-test for the four attitudes within the Acceptance of
Creative Thinking scale. Two attitude measures were devel-
oped by Basadur and Finkbeiner [43]: Tendency for Prema-
ture Critical Evaluation of Ideas and Preference for Ideation
which combine to measure acceptance of ideation principles.
No measures existed for acceptance of evaluation principles.
The first author developed two scales using exploratory fac-
tor analysis followed by confirmatory factor analysis using
structural equation modeling (see [48] for complete explana-

tion). The final Acceptance of Creative Thinking scale con-
sisted of 16-items measuring 4 attitudes. Table 5 shows the
means for these change scores in each of the four treatment
conditions.
Three of the four changes were significant. Attitudes

relating primarily to acceptance of ideation principles were
Preference for Premature Critical Evaluation ofIdeas, which
showed a significant reduction in the tendency to prema-
turely critically evaluate ideas (p:::; .01) when trained in cre-
ative thinking and Preference for Ideation, which improved
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Table 5
Mean attitude change scores of subjects in the four treatments

Treatment Measure Attitute change score (from pretest to post-test)

1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
4
4
4
4

Pref for premature evaluation
Pref for ideation
Willing to move options forward
Pref for considering all angles
Pref for premature evaluation
Pref for ideation
Willing to move options forward
Pref for considering all angles
Pref for premature evaluation
Pref for ideation
Willing to move options forward
Pref for considering all angles
Pref for premature evaluation
Pref for ideation
Willing to move options forward
Pref for considering all angles

9.32
3.57
2.54
-.21
-.62
.35
.08
.31

6.4
2.57
2.1
.62
o.
.81
.1

-.23

significantly with trammg in creative thinking (p ~ .01).
Attitudes relating primarily to acceptance of evaluation
principles are Willingness to Move Forward Options with
Uncertainty, which did show a significant improvement
with training in creative thinking (p ~ .01) and Preference
for Considering All Angles Before Deciding, which did not
show a significant change with training in creative thinking.
The change in attitude toward acceptance of ideation

principles is consistent with previous research on attitude
changes due to training in "a complete process of creative
problem solving" [51]. The changes in acceptance of evalu-
ation attitudes have not previously been measured. The sig-
nificance of the change for Willingness to Move Forward
Options with Uncertainty is an important finding. The lack
of movement for the second acceptance of evaluation prin-
ciple attitude, Preference for Considering All Angles Before
Deciding, may have been due to the transparent nature Of
these items as the mean on pretest scores was 18 of possible
21 points (86% of the maximum). The other attitude pretest
means ranged from 58% to 71% of the maximum score.
Hypothesis 7, persons trained in creative thinking will

demonstrate improved acceptance of ideation principles, was
supported. Hypothesis 8, persons trained in creative thinking
will demonstrate improved acceptance of evaluation princi-
ples, was supported by one of the two indicators.
Hypotheses 9 and 10 considered the link between the atti-

tudes supporting acceptance of creative thinking principles,
quantity, and quality. The post-test scores of each of the
four attitudes were correlated with measures of quantity and
quality of the case study and career-related situation prob-
lem statements. In summary, the data supported Hypothesis
9 (there is a position correlation between ideation attitudes
and the quantity of problems statements generated), but not
Hypothesis 10 (attitudes towards. evaluation will correlate

with the quality of problem statements). See Ellsperrnann
[48] for further details.
Table 6 provides a summary of support for hypotheses

tested in the research.

6. Discussion

The hypothesis that people trained in creative thinking
will generate more problem statements than those not trained
in creative thinking was supported. This research demon-
strates that creative thinking skills are transferable to prob-
lem statement generation, beyond ideas such as uses for the
coat hanger, etc. demonstrated in most creativity research.
An unexpected finding is that subjects trained in the WWS

analysis showed virtually the same amount of improvement
in their quantity of problem statements as those trained in
creative thinking. This research provides evidence that sub-
jects trained in the WWS analysis learned the skill of diver-
gent thinking while practicing the WWS analysis on train-
ing session problems. These skills are specific to problem
formulation and may not be generalizable to other diver-
gent thinking problem solving tasks. Training in both cre-
ative thinking and the WWS analysis provided the highest
quantity of problem statements and the large magnitude of
attitude changes.
The lack of evidence for support of the second hypoth-

esis, persons trained in creative thinking, will provide a
larger number of unique problem statements than those not
trained in creative thinking may be explained by the rela-
tively "light dosage" of creative thinking given. Previous re-
search reported by Basadur et al. [38], Runco and Basadur
[51], Basadur [57] and Basadur et aI. [58] involved a 2-3-
day training session in multiphase creative problem solving.
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Table 6
Summary of support for hypotheses tested in research

HI SupportedPersons trained in creative thinkingwill generate a larger number
of problem statements than those not trained in creative thinking
Persons trained in creative thinking will provide a larger number
of unique problem statements than those not trained in creative
thinking
Persons trained in creative thinking will choose higher Content
quality problem statements than those not trained
Persons trained in the WWS analysis will choose higher structural
quality in their chosen problem statement than those using the
limited heuristic
Persons trained in the WWS analysis will have higher confidence
in their chosen problem statement than those confidence in their
chosen problem statement than those using the limited heuristic
Persons trained in the WWS analysis will have higher Satisfaction
with the heuristic than those using the limited heuristic
Persons trained in creative thinking will demonstrate improved
acceptance of ideation principles
Persons trained in creative thinking will demonstrate improved
acceptance of evaluation principles
Acceptance of ideation principles will relate positively with the
number of problem statements generated
Acceptance of evaluation principles will relate positively with the
quality of problem statements chosen

H2

H3

H4

H5

H6

H7

H8

H9

HID

Not supported

Supported by some indicators

Not supported

Not supported

Not supported

Supported

Supported by I of 2 indicators

Supported

Not supported

This research provided a half-day of creative thinking train-
ing. A second explanation may be that measuring unique
problem statements is more difficult than measuring unique
ideas as problem statements are more abstract. Future re-
search might consider using multiple raters and varying the
amount of creative thinking training and amount of focus
directed on the generation of radical options.
Hypothesis 3, persons trained in creative thinking will

choose higher content quality problem statements than those
note trained in creative thinking, was supported by the mea-
sure of originality. The other quality measures lower reliable
may have lead to underestimation of outcomes. However,
summating the quality measures that were deemed as reli-
able enough to use, resulted in a consistent interaction ef-
fect for training in creative thinking and the WWS analysis.
This suggests that training in creative thinking and the WWS
analysis will have superior results in total content quality.
This supports the statement of Basadur et a1. [2], 'The more
highly skilled the individuals in the group in the processes
of divergent thinking, deferral of judgment, and convergent
thinking, the more effective the WWS analysis."
These two findings are particularly relevant to ill-

structured problem formulation. First, the nature of iII-
structured problems are such that purely logical, analytical
approaches are not likely to solve them. They often require
novel approaches [8]. The finding that training in creative
thinking will increase originality of problem statements
can provide individuals faced with ill-structured problems
a significant "edge" in defining and solving them.

The interaction effect of the WWS analysis and cre-
ative thinking training resulting in higher originality and
overall content quality helps better understand the power
and limitations of the WWS analysis. First, training in the
WWS methodology alone may not provide individuals with
an aid more effective than the limited heuristic. It may
be perceived as primarily an analytical tool similar to a
"cause and effect" diagram. However, when pairing up the
WWS analysis with creative thinking, the two can provide a
powerful aid.
An important consideration in future research attempting

to measure quality of problem statements is recognition of
the abstract nature of these statements. Unlike a piece of
art or concrete objects, a problem statement is simply a
series of words which describes a dissatisfaction or wish
of the subject. The words cannot be interpreted singularly,
but make up a context. Judging can be very difficult. Using
judges familiar with the context of the problem statements as
Basadur [59] did in his doctoral research may be helpful to
improve interrater reliability and accuracy of the measures
overall.
Hypothesis 4, persons trained in the WWS analysis will

choose higher structural quality statements than those using
the limited heuristic, was not supported. This was a first at-
tempt to measure the structure of a problem statement. The
four criteria chosen were theoretical. Further research could
be focused on the development of a measurement instru-
ment for structural quality. Another possible explanation is
that the prompting worksheet used for ail groups, including
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the placebo, greatly improved the quality of the problem
statements ..
Hypothesis 5 and 6, persons trained in the WWS analysis

will have higher confidence and satisfaction in their chosen
problem statement than those using the limited heuristic,
did counter Abualsamh et al. [14] which found less confi-
dence satisfaction with the expansionistic and reductionistic
heuristics than those using a limited heuristic. This research
found no significant difference in confidence and satisfaction
based on the heuristics. The difference may be explained in
the training. Abualsamh did not train the subjects. Rather,
subjects were given a worksheet with instructions. This find-
ing suggests an alternative explanation for the Abualsamh
et al. [14] findings that it was lack of training in the heuris-
tic, not the heuristic itself, that lead to lower satisfaction and
confidence. It provides evidence that heuristic aids do not
have to be viewed as "not worth the trouble".
Support for Hypotheses 7 and 8, persons trained in cre-

ative thinking will demonstrate improved acceptance of
ideation and evaluation principles, largely parallels findings
of previous research [43,51] on the two ideation measures.
The acceptance of evaluation principles were less con-
sistent. The Willingness to Move Forward Options with
Uncertainty scale is more promising for future research.
Not only did it emerge from exploratory and factor analysis
as a viable latent variable, there was a detectable attitude
change over a reasonably short creative thinking interven-
tion. This attitude is of particular interest in unstructured
problem solving where individuals who cling to known
solutions may have greater difficulty solving less structured
problems. Both acceptance of evaluation principles atti-
tudes deserve "shoring up" with additional items loading
.5 or higher using a 4-8 item scale. This would increase
reliability to .7 or higher as proposed by Nunnally [60).
Also, a larger sample size of 400-500 would provide test-
ing for a higher-order factor analysis Bollen [61]. Gerbing
and Anderson [62] suggest that failure to consider higher-
order factors, though few researchers do, may explain the
correlated error common in confirmatory factor analysis.
Hypothesis 9, acceptance of ideation principles will re-

late positively with the number of problem statements gen-
erated, was supported and showed a significant positive cor-
relation with the evaluation principles attitude, Willingness
to Move Forward Options with Uncertainty. These attitudes
may act in a two-stage manner. First, individuals may need
to reduce their tendency to prematurely criticize ideas, then
the individual can become more willing to consider moving
forward some of the less routine ideas.
Hypothesis 10, acceptance of evaluation principles will

relate positively with the quality of problem statements cho-
sen, was not supported. This was at least partially due to the
. difficulties encountered in measuring quality beyond orig-
inality. Improved· quality measures will provide better in-
sights as to which components of quality are impacted by
. specific evaluation attitudes. A second explanation may re-
late to "dosage". The attitude change may have occurred

prior to evidence of improving the behavior. More time was
devoted to the development of ideation principles and be-
haviors than acceptance of evaluation principles and behav-
iors in the half-day training. This suggests that evaluation
behaviors, like ideation behaviors, must be practiced to build
skills that can be demonstrated on real-world, ill-structured
problems.
This research focused specifically on individual prob-

lem formulation behaviors. It did not explore group use of
the heuristic, though that is the widespread application of
it. Group-level research should be explored to understand
the impact the WWS analysis and creative thinking skills
can have on group problem formulation effectiveness of ill-
structured problems.

7. Conclusions

This research shows the significant impact creative
thinking training can have on problem formulation of
ill-structured problems. Both quantity and quality can be
improved by training in creative thinking. This research has
also shown that training in the WWS problem structuring
heuristic will increase quality of problem formulation when
done in conjunction with creative thinking training. This is
consistent with Basadur et al. [2] description of the linkage
between the WWS analysis and creative thinking skills.
Unlike previous research by Abualsamh et al. [14], use of
the WWS analysis did not deteriorate satisfaction or con-
fidence as compared to a limited heuristic. This suggests
that the WWS problem structuring heuristic, combined with
training in creative thinking, is a viable aid to managers
and professionals in formulation of ill-structured problems .
Acceptance of ideation principles showed significant im-

provement in subjects trained in creative thinking. These
attitudes also showed a significant relationship with quan-
tity of problem statements generated. This expands upon
research completed by Runco and Basadur [51] showing
that the acceptance of ideation principles are generalizable
to behaviors including the generation of ideas and problem
statements.
Acceptance of evaluation principles showed some im-

provement with training in creative thinking. One of two
attitudes showed significant improvement after training in
creative thinking. However, these attitudes did not correlate
significantly to the quality of the problem statements, but
did show a significant positive relationship with quantity.
This suggests a need for further development of these latter
two scales and the quality measures.
This research opens some interesting questions for future

research of ill-structured problems formulation, such as:

(1) What "dosage" is optimal for training in creative think-
ing?

(2) What effect does extended practice in the WWS heuris-
tic have on real-world problem formulation quality,
quantity, confidence and satisfaction?
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(3) How might we improve the measures of content and
structural quality?

(4) How might we improve the acceptance of evaluation
pri nciples scales?

(5) Is there a higher-order factor model that will better fit
the attitudes toward creating thinking?

(6) What impact do acceptance of evaluation principles
have on the problem statement quality of ill-structured
problems?

(7) What is the relationship between problem formulation
quality and solution quality?

(8) What is the impact of the WWS analysis and creative
thinking training at the group level?

Problem formulation is complex, especially in the realm
of ill-structured problems. This research identifies the op-
portunities and obstacles that exist to improving the skills
of managers and professionals in effectively dealing with
ill-structured problems.
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